
What rocks about Ruby?

one developer's perspective



Languages I have known and loved 
since the TRS-80 Model II...
Basic
 
RPG II
 
xBase / FoxPro

Access/VB
 
Sweet, sweet, Delphi
 
Lingo (Director pre-Flash)
 
Java
 

Lots of "little languages"
 
SQL / PL-SQL / TransactSQL
 
Proprietary markup
 
HTML / CSS / JavaScript
 
stuff I forgot about
 
(DSL's, really)



A promiscuous polygot, in search of a language to 
express my ideas succinctly and elegantly...and 
quickly!

Frustrated by limited languages 
that could not express elegant 
ideas (VB and OOP, pre .NET), 
foisted upon me by evil 
monopolists.

Hampered by bloated API's and verbose 
languages (Java) that made it hard to be elegant 
(single inheritance, interfaces, strongly typed 
exceptions).



Meanwhile, in Japan...

Yukihiro "matz" Matsumoto

I wanted a scripting language that 
was more powerful than Perl, and 
more object-oriented than Python. 



"I believe people want to express 
themselves when they program. They 
don't want to fight with the language. 
Programming languages must feel 
natural to programmers. I tried to make 
people enjoy programming and 
concentrate on the fun and creative part 
of programming when they use Ruby." - 
matz



Not "write once, debug everywhere," but enjoy 

programming, be creative, have 

fun.



How is 
Ruby 
fun ?

"It reduces the burden of 
programming. It tries to push 
jobs back to machines. You 
can accomplish more tasks 
with less work, in smaller 
yet readable code." - matz



Start with dead-simple syntax



Add dead-simple OOP...



...that supports single inheritance...



...and mixins aka modules, which are like Java 
interfaces plus implementation.



Or, use Ruby's open classes to extend *any* class



Yep, *any* class.



But wait! 
There's 
more!



Object.extend adds a module's methods to the 
instances of a class



Object.class_eval injects new singletons into a class



object.instance_eval adds methods to single object



(And there are similar methods for 
manipulating class and instance 
variables.)



In Ruby, classes, objects and modules are 
dynamic, flexible, fully extensible things.



Which is why Rails 
plugins, for example, are 
so powerful. They can 
directly inject functionality 
into ActiveRecord::Base, 
or other Rails classes, 
extending (or replacing) 
their functionality, or the 
functionality of any of their 
subclasses.









Like a structured form of multiple 
inheritance, hundreds of lines of code 
are added to the functionality of the 
class.



Ruby methods are similarly very flexible

Any method can take a list of named arguments, with default 
values, an open hash of additional values, and a single code 
block.



Co-routines, or passed in code blocks, are so cool...



In addition to the implied code block, the other arguments can 
be collections, arrays, or Proc objects.



In fact, blocks and Procs are *closures* -- they 
include the memory scope they were created in.



Blocks in real use: Creates a 
has_many relationship, in 
this case, for a Forum, 
through :topics and attaching 
a new method to the 
association.









A malleable language

The expressiveness of Ruby 
lets you build up modules, 
classes, and object instances 
that clearly represent your p 
roblem domain.









Ruby is..

Not just a dynamic, OOP, functional, scripting language that is 
expressive and compact.

Ruby is a highly customizable programming language that you 
can build up to express the solutions you are crafting.




